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Tracking and updating
files in Git
You’re now the proud owner of a Git repository. You’ve successfully added a single file
into it. You can view the contents of your repository. It’s now time to dive a little deeper
into how to update and keep track of changes that you make to files in your repository.
This is clearly one of the most important features of any version control system!

 In this chapter, you’ll create a new repository and then add files by using git
add and git commit. You’ll learn about the git diff command, which will help
you keep track of what you’ve changed in your repository as you’re working. You’ll
then dive into the staging area, one of the special features of Git that enables you to
commit parts of your changes into the repository. This is a use case that comes up
often, and Git’s support for this is worth learning. Finally, you’ll see how Git GUI
provides these same operations.

6.1 Making simple changes
In this chapter, you’ll be working in a new repository in which you’ll build a simple
program that adds two numbers.

6.1.1 Creating a new repository

Let’s make an entirely new repository and put one file in it. 

TRY IT NOW You’ll create a working directory called math, and then create
a Git repository in that directory. You’ll next create a small program called
math.sh that initially contains one comment. This will be added into the
repository.

Given what you’ve learned over the preceding two chapters, you already
know how to do this via Git GUI. This section describes the steps using the
61



62 CHAPTER 6 Tracking and updating files in Git
command line. To that end, the first step is to open the command line. In
Windows, this is Git BASH, but in Mac or Unix/Linux, this is the terminal.

Next, you can execute all the commands shown here:

% cd
% mkdir math
% cd math
% git init
% echo "# Comment " > math.sh
% git add math.sh
% git commit -m "This is the first commit."
% git log

These commands give you a new repository with a new file in it. Remember that the
first cd command puts you in your home directory. Notice that you use the git
commit -m switch, which you first saw in chapter 4. The result of using these com-
mands is shown in figure 6.1.

For Windows users, because you’re not using the -n switch to echo, you may see the
warning message “warning: LF will be replaced by CRLF in math.sh. The file will have
its original line endings in your working directory.” For now, this can be ignored. (See
the lab in chapter 4 for more details about this warning.)

6.1.2 Telling Git about changes

Now let’s make a change to this math.sh file and see how Git tracks changes.

TRY IT NOW Add one line to your math.sh program:

a=1

You can use your favorite text editor, but let me introduce a command-line
technique to append a line to a file. Type this:

% echo "a=1" >> math.sh

Figure 6.1 Our entire TRY 
IT NOW exercise
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The >> symbols say to add the text in quotes to the end of the file. After typ-
ing this, math.sh will have one more line in it. To see the entire file on the
command line, type this command:

% cat math.sh

This command shows you the two lines of your file. Because you added this
file to Git (via git add), you can ask Git if the file has changed by typing this
command:

% git status

You should then see the following output.

On branch master
Changes not staged for commit:
  (use "git add <file>..." to update what will be committed)
  (use "git checkout -- <file>..." to discard changes in working directory)

        modified:   math.sh

no changes added to commit (use "git add" and/or "git commit -a")

Notice how git status reports that there are Changes not staged for commit. It
instructs us to use "git add <file>" to update what will be committed. It also
tells you how to discard the changes: use "git checkout -- <file>..." to discard
changes in the working directory.

 The important thing here is that in order to commit this change, you have to add it
to Git (via git add). You’ll explore this in the next section, but first, let’s take a look at
what’s different.

6.1.3 Seeing what’s different

The git status command tells you that a file has been changed, but can you find out
exactly what that change is? Yes.

TRY IT NOW In the math directory, type the following:

% git diff

You should see the following code listing.

diff --git a/math.sh b/math.sh
index 8ae40f7..a8ed9ca 100644
--- a/math.sh
+++ b/math.sh
@@ -1 +1,2 @@
 # Comment
+a=1

Listing 6.1 git status 

Listing 6.2 git diff output
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The output of the git diff command demonstrates that Git knows exactly how the
file has changed. Let’s concentrate on these five lines:

--- a/math.sh
+++ b/math.sh
@@ -1 +1,2 @@
 # Comment
+a=1

The output begins with a two-line header that shows which two files are being com-
pared. The first line (a/math.sh) is the original file. Remember, the Git repository has
the original file! The second line (b/math.sh) is the new file in your working direc-
tory. You can make changes only to files in the working directory.

 The string @@ -1 +1,2 @@ says how to interpret the next two lines. These next two
lines are affectionately known as a hunk, and a hunk shows one area of the two files
that is different. Our change adds one line, so the line starting with @@ is roughly say-
ing take the original file (a/math.sh) at the first line (-1) and then apply the contents
of the new file (b/math.sh) starting at line 1 and going for two lines (+1,2). 

 The real meat of the diff is the hunk:

 # Comment
+a=1

You’ll recognize the first line (# Comment) from when you created the file. The second
line is what you added to the file in the working directory. It has a + prepended to it,
to indicate that it’s an addition. More complicated diff outputs can include multiple
hunks, and they each are prefaced by @@ lines.

 Git can use this difference output to transform a file from one version to another.
(You can learn more about this format by searching for unified format or unidiff on the
web.) For our purposes, it’s a helpful record of what has changed. As you progress
with Git, you’ll learn to read this difference output, but as you can see from this sec-
tion, there’s a certain intuition about it.

6.1.4 Adding and committing changes to the repo

Let’s add this file to the repository by following the instructions from git status.

TRY IT NOW To commit this to the repository, you have to add this change via
git add and then type git commit. 

The git status command offers an alternative way to commit this change to
the repository: use the git commit command with the -m switch and the -a
switch.

Type the following:

% git commit -a -m "This is the second commit."

By using the -a and -m switches together, you've avoided the git add step and
entered a message at the same time.
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The Git command from the previous TRY IT NOW should give an output that looks
like the following listing.

[master e9e6c01] This is the second commit
 1 file changed, 1 insertion(+)

Performing the git add at the same time as git commit is a common shortcut. You do
have to add the file first (with an initial git add) before this shortcut can work. The
-a switch to git commit says to automatically stage (run git add) any files that Git
knows about.

6.2 Thinking about git add
One thing that might begin to bother you about Git is that you have to use git add at
least once for every file that you want to commit into the repository. Then, after every
change you make to that file, you still have to use git add on the changed file before
you can commit the file to the repository. 

 What’s up with that? After the first git add, doing it again for every change seems
redundant. The last section ended with a helpful shortcut (git commit -a), which
saves you from having to type git add before typing git commit, but why is this step
necessary to begin with?

6.2.1 An analogy to introduce the staging area

One analogy is to pretend that your code is an actor in a theater production. The
dressing room is the Git working directory. The actor gets a costume and makeup all
prepared for the upcoming scene. The stage manager calls the actor and says that the
scene is just about to start. The actor (the code) doesn’t jump in front of the audience
right then. Instead, it waits in an area behind the curtain. This is our Git staging area.
Here, the actor might have one last look at the costume or makeup. If the actor (the
code) looks good, the stage manager opens the curtains, and the code commits itself
to its performance. You might visualize this as in figure 6.2.

 It must be said that most actors will spend only the briefest of moments behind the
curtain before appearing in front of the audience. But what if you had a last-minute
change in costume? Naturally, you leave the staging area, perhaps even go back to the

Listing 6.3 git commit -a -m output

Working area Commit historyStaging area

Figure 6.2 Three stages in the commit
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dressing room, and make more changes. Then you rush back to the staging area
before you commit.

 The only thing that gets committed must pass through the staging area first!

6.2.2 Adding changes to the staging area

The Git staging area contains the version of the Git working directory that you want to
commit. Git acknowledges with the shortcut git commit -a that most of us will typi-
cally put the changes in our working directory into the repository. But Git does allow
you to make changes to what is staged (to go back to the dressing room, if you will).

TRY IT NOW Let’s add some more code to the math.sh program. Again, using
your favorite editor, add these two lines:

echo $a
b=2

I recommend that you use your favorite editor to add these two lines. On the
command line, you could echo these two lines as you did earlier:

echo "echo \$a" >> math.sh
echo "b=2" >> math.sh

To see this code running, type the following:

% bash math.sh

You should see the number 1 after you press Return/Enter. You’re printing
the value of the variable a.

Now type git status and git diff. You should see that Git recognizes a
change has been made, and in order to put these changes into the staging
area (stage for commit), you should type git add. Let’s do this now:
git add math.sh

Your command-line session should look
roughly like figure 6.3.

6.2.3 Updating the staging area

In the previous section, you added some
code into the staging area. You can now
commit this change. But wait! Suddenly you
realize that you no longer want that echo
$a line! You originally added it to confirm
the contents of the variable $a, but you
don’t want to commit that line into the Git
repository.

 To change that, let’s edit the math.sh
file in the working directory and add this
corrected version to the staging area.

Figure 6.3 The working session to add your 
latest change
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TRY IT NOW Your file has four lines. You’ve already added this code to the
staging area via git add. Can you update it one more time before doing a
commit? Yes!

First, use your favorite editor to remove the line echo $a. (Any editor will do,
provided you can open the file and delete lines with it.) After you’ve saved the
file, type this: 

git status

You’ll have the puzzling output that follows.

On branch master
Changes to be committed:
  (use "git reset HEAD <file>..." to unstage)

        modified:   math.sh

Changes not staged for commit:
  (use "git add <file>..." to update what will be committed)
  (use "git checkout -- <file>..." to discard changes in working directory)

        modified:   math.sh

Git has listed math.sh twice, showing that it’s been modified twice. Let’s see why.
 The first section of the status output says that math.sh is “to be committed.” This

means it’s already staged. The second section of the status output says that the
math.sh isn't yet staged. How can there be two copies of math.sh? Simple: one is in the
staging area, and one is in the working directory!

6.2.4 Understanding the staging area

In the previous section, the file math.sh has gone through the changes in figure 6.4.
 Figure 6.4 shows your working area (the directory in which you’re making edits), a

staging area (where files are stored when you use the git add command), and finally
the commit history itself: the final permanent record of your file. 

Listing 6.4 Slightly confusing output

Working area

math.sh

Commit historyStaging area

# Comment
a = 1
b = 2

math.sh

# Comment
a = 1
echo $a
b = 2

math.sh

# Comment
a = 1

Figure 6.4 git add, followed by git commit
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When you perform the git status from the TRY IT NOW in section 6.2.3, Git simulta-
neously checks the math.sh file in the staging area with the math.sh that is already
committed, and the math.sh file in the working directory. These two checks are shown
in figure 6.5. Remember, the version in the staging area is what will be committed
when you run git commit.

TRY IT NOW Let’s look at two commands that demonstrate the three different
math.sh files. At the command line, type the following:

% git diff

When you type git diff, you should see the following output.

diff --git a/math.sh b/math.sh
index 964c002..5bb7f63 100644
--- a/math.sh
+++ b/math.sh
@@ -1,4 +1,3 @@
 # Comment
 a=1
-echo $a
 b=2

By looking at figure 6.5, you should see how this diff output is formed: when you run
git diff, you’re comparing the copy of the file in the working directory with the copy
of the file in the staging area. Let’s account for the differences. 

TRY IT NOW At the command line, type the following:

git diff --staged

This command produces the following output.

diff --git a/math.sh b/math.sh
index a8ed9ca..964c002 100644
--- a/math.sh

Listing 6.5 git diff (between working area and staging area)

Listing 6.6 git diff --staged (between the staging area and the repository)

Working area

math.sh

Commit historyStaging area

math.sh math.sh
git diff git diff --staged

Figure 6.5 Understanding the confusing git status output
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+++ b/math.sh
@@ -1,2 +1,4 @@
 # Comment
 a=1
+echo $a
+b=1

Again, look at figure 6.5 to convince yourself that git diff --staged is comparing
the copy of math.sh that you committed earlier with the version of the math.sh that
you staged (via git add). 

 This situation may be easier to see in the Git GUI tool, in figure 6.6.

TRY IT NOW Start Git GUI in the math directory that you’ve been working in.
The simplest way to do this on the command line is via the following com-
mands:

% cd
% cd math
% git gui

Remember, the first cd command changes you to the home directory. Refer
to the previous chapter for other ways to invoke this. Then after Git GUI
appears, select math.sh in the Unstaged Changes pane (the upper-left pane).
Observe the difference pane (the larger, upper-right pane).

Next select math.sh in the Staged Changes pane (at the lower left). Observe
the output in the difference pane.

In figure 6.6, you have the equivalent of the git diff output. Thanks to Git GUI’s col-
ors, you can see that you’ve just removed the echo statement between the a=1 and b=1
lines.

Figure 6.6 git diff
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In figure 6.7, you have the equivalent of the git diff --staged output. Again, thanks
to Git GUI’s colors, you can see what you’re doing to the file that you’ve committed:
you’re adding two lines.

6.2.5 Committing changes

To commit the most recent change (the file in your working directory), you should
type git add at the command line. Refresh your memory by typing git status at the
command line (you should see listing 6.4). In the next TRY IT NOW section, you’ll do
the add by using Git GUI.

TRY IT NOW If Git GUI isn’t open from the previous TRY IT NOW section, type
the following:

% cd
% cd math
% git gui

Above and Beyond

One question that might have crossed your mind at this stage is how Git might work
with binary files, such as spreadsheet files or image files. The short answer is that
Git works pretty well with these files, except for the case of taking a difference between
one version of a binary file and another. A longer and more proper treatment is unfor-
tunately beyond the scope of this book.

Searching the web will lead to some standard answers for how Git handles binary files
(namely, a combination of Git attributes and the git config command). To start learn-
ing these techniques, read the help for Git attributes by typing git help attributes.

Figure 6.7 git diff --staged
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This opens Git GUI. You’ll see the two math.sh files, one in the staged pane
and one in the unstaged pane. Select math.sh in the Unstaged Changes pane
(upper left). Then, instead of accessing the Commit menu’s Stage to Commit
item, right-click the hunk itself. In the resulting context menu, choose Stage
Hunk For Commit, shown in figure 6.8.

This GUI step is roughly equivalent to typing git add.

After staging this hunk, you can commit the file. This time, enter this message
in the Commit Message pane (lower right): Adding b variable. Then click
the Commit button, as shown in figure 6.9. Your Git’s status bar will read,
“Created commit SHA1: Adding b variable.” These steps are the equivalent of
typing git commit -m "Adding b variable."

To check that everything is correct, exit Git GUI and then type git log --oneline.
You should see the following output.

d4cf31c Adding b variable.
e9e6c01 This is the second commit
dbfda13 This is the first commit.

Listing 6.7 git log --oneline output

Figure 6.8 Staging a hunk

Figure 6.9 Committing 
the change
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This listing shows that three commits have taken place. The --oneline switch is a
more compact listing of the Git log output.

6.3 Adding multiple files
Throughout this chapter, you’ve been operating on one file. But software typically
consists of multiple files. How might you add multiple files into a Git repository? To
exercise this functionality, let’s first create lots of multiple files. In the command line,
touch is a command that can create multiple empty files.

TRY IT NOW Go into the math directory (see the earlier TRY IT NOW sections)
and then type the following:

% touch a b c d

Now type this:

% ls

You should see four new files: a, b, c, d. They are all empty files (0-byte files).
You should also be able to see this in your file-browsing tool. To see what Git
thinks, type the following:

% git status

This indicates that these four files are untracked.

You could add these new files one at a time with four individual git add commands.
But git add does take a directory name that will add all the files in that directory
(including the untracked ones).

TRY IT NOW Before you run git add and pass in a directory name, let’s find
out what git add would do. In the math directory, type the following:

% git add --dry-run .

That period is important. That’s the directory name for the current directory.
When you run this command, it displays the files that it would add, as in the
following listing. 

add 'a'
add 'b'
add 'c'
add 'd'

The dry-run switch does what you’d expect from that descriptive name: it
does a dry run, showing you what it would have done. Using the period as an
argument to git add causes Git to add all the files in the current directory
that it doesn’t yet know about (in addition to any files that have changed).

To add these four empty files at once, type the following:
% git add .
% git status

Listing 6.8 git add --dry-run . output
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The git add command won’t produce any output, but git status shows that you
now have four new files to commit. Let’s commit these files. You have at least two ways
to do this:

■ git commit -m
■ git gui

The first option allows you to pass in your commit message as an argument to the -m
switch. The last option opens up Git GUI, where you can confirm the four staged files
(in the lower-left pane). Enter a message in the Commit Message pane and then click
the Commit button, as shown in figure 6.10.

TRY IT NOW Use one of the preceding methods to commit these four files.
When you’re finished, type git log or look at gitk. Your commit history
should look like the following listing.

commit 6f51fb1d4528f11e3c9936ec68e6fa03a1f236a0
Author: Rick Umali <rickumali@gmail.com>
Date:   Wed May 21 21:06:13 2014 -0400

    Adding four empty files.

commit d4cf31c0506d5207f8c6ef410c6506e820fe87b5
Author: Rick Umali <rickumali@gmail.com>
Date:   Tue May 20 21:45:01 2014 -0400

    Adding b variable.

commit e9e6c019ca153eb12da3a5e878f0dff30b2d2b44
Author: Rick Umali <rickumali@gmail.com>
Date:   Thu May 15 22:51:19 2014 -0400

    This is the second commit

commit dbfda13f1d26c289732827f3f882d3c232485643
Author: Rick Umali <rickumali@gmail.com>
Date:   Thu May 15 21:33:42 2014 -0400

    This is the first commit.

Listing 6.9 Current state of repository

Figure 6.10 Committing four files
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6.4 Lab
This chapter was about adding and tracking files, and learning that there’s a staging
area that all files must pass through before they’re committed. Also, along the way,
I’ve shown you nuances and alternative forms of various Git commands, as well as
some new command-line commands. 

6.4.1 Understanding command-line nuances

To further explore the command line, answer the following questions:

1 What is another way to call git diff --staged?
2 What is the short form of git add --dry-run?
3 How do you display line numbers to your file via the cat command?
4 The --oneline switch that you passed to git log is shorthand for a longer git

log command. What is it?
5 The -a switch to git commit (to automatically pass files to git add) has a lon-

ger alternative switch that is surprisingly not --add. What is it?

6.4.2 Getting out of trouble

When you realized you had done a git add for a change that you didn’t want to add,
you backed out of it by plowing ahead: you added your fix on top of the staging area!
You could have backed out another way. How? Try it now!

6.4.3 Adding your own file

Add a new file to this math directory. Call this file readme.txt. You can add anything
to this file (or even leave it empty). Now add this to the repo. The output of git log
--shortstat --oneline should match the following listing.

0c3df39 Adding readme.txt
 1 file changed, 0 insertions(+), 0 deletions(-)
6f51fb1 Adding four empty files.
 4 files changed, 0 insertions(+), 0 deletions(-)
d4cf31c Adding b variable.
 1 file changed, 1 insertion(+)
e9e6c01 This is the second commit
 1 file changed, 1 insertion(+)
dbfda13 This is the first commit.
 1 file changed, 1 insertion(+)

6.5 Further exploration
The simple program that you’ve been building in this chapter is in BASH. BASH stands
for Bourne-Again Shell. You’ll be building on this little program in the coming chap-
ters, so it might be worthwhile to explore it further on your own. The official starting
point for BASH is www.gnu.org/software/bash/manual/.

Listing 6.10 Adding one more file

www.gnu.org/software/bash/manual/
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6.6 Commands in this chapter

Table 6.1 Commands used in this chapter

Command Description

git commit -m "Message" Commit changes with the log message entered on com-
mand line via the -m switch

git diff Show any changes between the tracked files in the current 
directory and the repository

git commit -a -m "Message" Perform a git add, and then a git commit with the sup-
plied log message

git diff --staged Show any changes between the staging area and the 
repository

git add --dry-run . Show what git add would do

git add . Add all new files in the current directory (use git status 
afterward to see what was added)

git log --shortstat --oneline Show history using one line per commit, and listing each file 
changed per commit
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